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News: A lovely meditation came through for the New Moon Message
this month. Listen to it on the MP3 I have provided
And, oh, yeah, Happy Gregorian New Year! As far as I am concerned, it
happened with Winter Solstice and there are 15 or so other calendars out
there with a different date… But this is what we, in the western
hemisphere, have mostly chosen to follow… In the Tarot world, we have
moved from the year of the Emperor to the Hierophant. Could be an
improvement on some levels but we are far from nished with this huge
shift we are All in. (-:

Carolyn Ayres

Just nishing up massive New Year Readings and my Tarot classes are
over owing with persons from all over the place. Very exciting and expansive.
Zoom does have its positives (-

My Joy is the exploration of
the Tarot with others, that we,
together, may discover our
Paths of Light. It is my hope
that as we All come more into
our own Light that others will
be attracted by its loving pull
of possibility. In this way we
all become agents of change.
We can then take the

Our next celebration on the Celtic Wheel is Imbolc, the ‘quickening of the
year.’ We will be outside with a re. If you have not been receiving the Celtic
Wheel invites and are interested, let me know
Until then: Be Well in Body and Spirit and…
Enjoy the New Moon Tribal Message for all of you in the Soul
Collective of my email list.
I encourage you to use the questions I created from the New Moon
Reading for your own Tarot reading.
Discover your individual contribution to the whole

responsibility of creating a
new paradigm of Love, Peace
and Abundance for All.

Classes, Events, Private Sessions ~ All Levels Welcome

Classes closed until
January 202

The Lightning Pat
Tarot on the Tree of Life
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January 2022
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Tarot on the Tree of
Life
Advanced classes
closed until January
202

Tarot As an
Evolutionary Path

Call me if
interested
in private
classes or
mentoring

www.tarotofbecoming.com
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Message for the New Moon
of January 2021
Waiting to hear. Waiting to see. Sitting, not knowing what will be.
Waiting in lines. Waiting in homes. Waiting for what ?
Waiting to Be
What happens when you just Be in the waiting?
Presence
What happens when you relax into the moment,
with no sense of what will emerge next?
Meditation
Breathe breathing

The breath of just Being…

What might you accomplish by just being… breathing….?
Fear arises
What is this fear?
Nothing will happen if I do not do something.
Who or what is the I?
What can the I do?
Why must the I do something?
The I is afraid…
Of what?
Afraid of missing something
But it is all here, right now, in this moment. You are not missing anything. It is all here
Notice the agitation of the mind
Its need to do, to plan, to control
Notice the peace that arises when just Being overtakes the mind.
It seems empty there without the thoughts
Spacious
Room for something to arise
Some idea the mind has not encountered before
Another way of Being…
Another way of responding…
A relaxed sense of enough…that in this moment, All is well.
When the thoughts come back, notice the lack of wellness…
Bring the mind, the I, back slowly.
Allow integration A soothing sense
An allowing, a waiting to see what needs to happen next
with no idea what that is…
Notice the fear that arises with this new way of Being…
Allow the Fear Integrate Be Love yourself in this process…
Love Fear Love Fear Love/Fear……
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New Moon Reading Questions
I ask what We, as a collective of souls, can learn from the message I received

Reading for the Tribe for the New Moon
of January 2021
Card One
The collective mind of this email list… Waiting in our not knowing

Card Two
Our Fear
Card Thre
Our Love
Card Four
Integration of Our Love/Fear
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Card One
The collective mind of this email list…
Waiting in our not knowin
The Four of Disks/Pentacles shows a time of
stability that enables us to strengthen and
ready ourselves for the Challenge we know is
coming. Here within our walls, waiting, we
mostly feel safe, secure within our moat of
protection. But we know something is coming.
We stand on the battlements of our castle walls
watching for the hordes of what??? Notice
that the drawbridge is down. We are not
completely closed o . We know we must stay
open to messengers of all sorts. We know we
must stay open to the refugees of the coming
apocalypse.

Our Fea
The Two of Wands of the Thoth Tarot show
two Tibetan dorjes. They symbolize the
indestructible, irresistible force of Pure Divine
Life Energy which destroys and creates.
Tremendous opportunity is now available to
us signaled by our Fear. For as the conduit of
this tremendous force, we can choose how it
will be directed. So, as we feel the ery winds
of change bear down upon us, we fear our
ability to direct this transformative energy. Our
old ideals, the who and what we thought we
were, are being demolished before our eyes.
This energy compels us to venture out beyond
our castle walls and yes, we are afraid. We
fear annihilation, the cleansing re of
transmutation…
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Card Thre
Our Love
In the Thoth version of the Seven of Swords, you
see in the center, the Ace of Swords, the Divine
Cosmic Truth of Love.
As you can see, this Truth is under attack by the
small thinking of humanity. How can we possibly
Love those who would tear apart our democracy?
How can we Love those who think so differently
from us? There is despair here, confusion and
doubt. But if we cleve to our center, we
understand we are One. We understand we are
not separate.
We understand the Divine Truth of the Ace of
Swords: All is Sacred and Holy

Card Four
Integration of Our Love/Fear
The Prince/Knights of the Tarot represent the element of
Air. They are thinkers, problem solvers who take direct
action with the idealism of their element. Here we have
the Prince/Knight of Cups taking direct action with Love.
So, in the integration of our Love/Fear, we dive into
transformation. We risk Love. We risk drowning our
individual self to become One with the whole. We risk our
separation for oneness in Love.
We now have all four elements with which to create our
reality. The solidity and balance of the Four of Disks/
Pentacles as Earth is our foundation. The pure Desire of
Fire, Two of Wands to create with a very positive intent
of transformation. The clarity of Air, Seven of Swords,
actively trying to understand, to know the divine truth that
we are all One. The Truth, that we are all frightened and
must dive together into the Water of deep feeling, of Love
that knows no bounds, Prince /Knight of Cups. The
Love that would gather us all in its arms and dissolve us
to our true Being.
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Now it’s your turn.
Do this month’s reading for yourself to see
where you, as an individual, can contribute to
the whole
As always I welcome your
ideas, questions and comments.

Carolyn Ayre
website:
www.tarotofbecoming.com
email
carolyn@tarotofbecoming.co
www.facebook.com/Tarot-of-Becoming

707-442-4240
The Tarot cards featured in the Tarot of Becoming newsletter
can be purchased here
The Star Dec
www.cathymcclelland.com
The Thoth Deck
www.amazon.com
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